
              
   

„one“ 
 

A stage performance for two dancers 
 
Concept, Choreography | Willi Dorner  
Performers | Esther Steinkogler, Chris Owen  
Stage Design | Eric Klaering 
Video | Adnan Popović 
Music, Sound | Dieter Kovacic 
Production | Stefanie Reichl 
 

 
 
Austrian choreographer Willi Dorner creates interdisciplinary projects which give audiences new 
experiences, insights and different perceptions of everyday life.  He is equally at home in theatre settings 
and with outdoor installation, frequently working across art forms and sometimes collaborating with 
individuals working in non-arts-fields entirely.   Willi Dorner’s „bodies in urban spaces“ has become a 
world-wide phenomenon, generating iconic images of human street sculptures which Willi’s long-term 
collaborator, photographer Lisa Rastl, has documented in city centre locations over more than a decade.    
 
After working almost exclusively in urban environments for eight years, Willi Dorner's return to theatrical 
production has been hotly anticipated.  This latest work, called simply „one“, finds him on top innovative 
form.   
 



“The fast rhythms of this performance are nothing less than gripping, and the dry wit of the word and 
image shifts (as well as the moments of surprise) in one never let up.” Helmut Ploebst, Der Standard 

 
 

 
 
The starting point of „one“ is the methodologically ascetic, so-called one-word and concrete poetry of 
Austrian visual artist and poet Heinz Gappmayer (1925-2010). Through Gappmayer’s poetry, Dorner has 
created a hybrid genre, in which signs, letters, numbers, objects, bodies, graphic shapes, lines and dots 
enter into intricate duets in the choreographic landscape.  On the one hand there is the performance 
element in which, with split second timing, the two performers Dancers Esther Steinkogler and Chris 
Owen pull off feats of precision in a kind of duel in which concrete material qualities, shapes and their 
semantic substitutes establish various relations.  Then there is the video element, relayed via webcam, 
which plays a further duel with the performers, and asks the spectator to make artistic decisions on where 
to fix their gaze.  It's a fascinating viewing experience.  „one“  is a is tightly constructed and expertly 
performed work,  in which Dorner's dry wit and humour keep the audience absorbed from start to finish. 
 
 
“By ironically playing on words, signs, bodies and movements, Willi Dorner’s “one (work in progress)” 
generates subtle shifts of meaning which the audience is constantly called upon to decipher. With 
precise clarity and subtle humour, Dorner uses cinematic means and choreography to take the artistic 
work of Heinz Gappmayr, who died in 2010, to a new, entertaining level.” Veronika Krenn, tanz.at 
 



“Dancers Esther Steinkogler and Chris Owen pull off astounding feats of precision in this challenging and 
unforgiving choreography which demands complete perfection.” Helmut Ploebst, Der Standard 
 
"His approach to the idea that choreography can be regarded as a staging of signs and signals in space 
is full of humour." Silvia Kargl, Kurier 
 
 

 
 

"…dance forges an attractive connection with elements of art." Theresa Luise Gindlstrasser, Wiener 
Zeitung 
 
“The given image evolves organically with a great deal of irony from one general notion to the next, 
each of them painted with accurate harmonic movements.”  Theresa Luise Gindlstrasser, Wiener Zeitung 
 
Previous performances of „one“: 
2016: ImPulsTanz Festival, Vienna work in progress   
2017: Feedback Festival, Vienna premiere; CoFestival, Ljubljana  
 



Cie. Willi Dorner 
 
Vienna/Austria based Cie. Willi Dorner was founded by Willi Dorner in 1999. Besides his internationally 
touring dance performances Willi Dorner is keen on creating events that give the audience the 
opportunity for new experiences, insights and a different perception of everyday life. His interdisciplinary 
works are developed in cooperation with artists and scientists of different fields. Cie. Willi Dorner’s works 
are invited by international festivals and promoters like Wiener Festwochen, Wien Modern (Austria), 
Musica Strasbourg, Biennale de Danse du Val- de-Marne, Festival de Marseille (France), FTA – Festival 
TransAmériques Montreal (Canada), Dance Umbrella London (UK), Springdance Utrecht (NL), Tanz im 
August Berlin, Theater der Welt Essen (Germany), Crossing the Lines New York (USA) and b:om Festival 
(South Korea).  In 2017 Willi received the Architecture Film Award at the 23rd International Short Film 
Week Regensburg in Germany. 
 

BOOKING DETAILS 
 
Touring on request 
 
Performers on stage 2 x dancers + 2 x technicians in on stage operating 

position. 
 
Number on the road 5 
 
Get in on the day  
 
Will suit studios, galleries, traditional auditoria 
 
Performing Area 78 square metres required with different 

configurations possible; min depth 6.5 m 
  
Running time 50 minutes (no interval) 
 
Performance fee €4000 (VAT @ 10% applied to bookings where UK 

presenter is not VAT registered) 
 
Expenses Flights, transfers, per diems and accommodation. 
 
Minimum technical requirements see below  
 
Video footage https://youtu.be/ro7N9wNmzr0  
 
Contact Sarah Trist @  
 Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency 
 +44 7757 654790 
 sarah@stdma.com 
 
 

www.stdma.com 
 
 
 



Technical Requirements 
 
Technical equipment to be supplied by presenter 
 

 1 video projector: full HD-video projector (5000 Lumen minimum) 
 1 tripod for the video projector 
 1 video screen 4:3 (520 x 390 cm) 
 stand for webcam (dancers have to be able to move around it) 
 electric sockets 
 audio equipment: 2 times d&b, q7 (or y7) plus 2 times q-sub (or y-sub) plus amplifier and FOH 

console 
 2 DI speakers if possible 
 cable from FOH console to speakers 
 2 spotlights, which can be used in soft focus 
 Attachment for foils for light scattering 
 dimmer console, so that we can dim the two spotlights and ideally also the room light by hand 
 2 tables for the technicians 
 6 chairs (3 for the technicians, 3 for the performance) 

 
Set-up stage light 
 
Three sticks are suspended from the light-rig. The stick in the middle holds the webcam, the outer two the 
two spotlights, which shine on the two light reflectors (see picture). Both spotlights need to have 
attachments for foils, with which the light can be scattered (spotlights in soft focus). 
 

 
In stage settings, working lights must have facility to be dimmed across stage and audience in a steady 
manner. 
 
Cie. Willi Dorner travels with: 

 Table: 1,85 m x 2m 
 Webcam 

 


